Season 4

Session 4-04: Overarching Storylines
December 7, 2018
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Holiday Special: Anytime Audit Gift
Certificates!
Signum Symposium: Spring 2019 Courses,
Tuesday, December 11, 3:00 PM ET
Mythgard Movie Club: Crimes of Grindelwald,
Thursday, December 13, 8:30 PM ET
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To develop the story arcs for the following
in Season 4:

◦ How the Sindar learn of the Kinslaying, and the
impact on their relationship with the Noldor
◦ How the romance between Galadriel and Celeborn
develops
◦ Other Noldor-centric plotlines
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At first, the Noldor say only that they have come to
fight Morgoth, with no mention of their rebellion.
The Sindar are curious about Valinor and the Teleri
there, but the Noldor don’t want to talk about it.
In the absence of information, rumors spread.
Sauron and Thuringwethil aid these rumors, casting
doubts and mistrust on the Noldor…while not guessing
the truth.
Galadriel tells Melian of the Silmarils and death of Finwë
From rumors (of Olwë’s death?), Círdan concludes that
the Noldor took the ships by force and that it was
against Olwë’s will.
When Círdan informs Thingol of his suspicions, Thingol
confronts Angrod, and the truth comes out.
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First meeting of Sindar and Noldor before
Fingolfin is declared High King.
Mereth Aderthad, where rumors spread and
Sauron and Thuringwethil spy.
Meeting of Finrod and his siblings to discuss
damage control and keeping secrets.
Círdan learning something that makes the
burned ships make more sense to him.
Thingol learning the truth while Angrod is
visiting.
The Ban.
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Sauron would try to spread lies that are not
as bad as the truth, which emphasizes the
guilt of the Noldor
How willing are the Noldor to lie? Do they
keep not talking about things, cleverly using
past tense, or do they try to cover up the
Kinslaying?
Does the truth of the Kinslaying come out
before or after the Dagor Aglareb?
How does the Sindar reaction tie into the
themes of forgiveness and reconciliation?
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Love at first sight – when they meet, they have an
instant connection, perhaps even telepathic, though
they are both surprised and think…surely not.
They spend time together at Mereth Aderthad, and
while looking at the ships in the harbor, Galadriel
shares about the death of her mother. Celeborn
reciprocates by sharing his experience of loss to the
Hunter. Does Galadriel tell him of the Kinslaying? If
so, he honors her confidence.
Galadriel moves to Menegroth to become Melian’s
pupil. Conveniently, she sees more of Celeborn there.
When Noldor/Sindar relations are tensest (after the
Ban), they declare their love to each other.
Towards the end of the Season, they marry and live in
Menegroth.
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The meeting of Galadriel and Celeborn would be part of a
formal setting, where the two peoples are learning to speak
together and setting up diplomatic relations. Neither one
expected to fall in love just then.
If Celeborn is told of the Kinslaying before the other Sindar,
he chooses not to say anything to Thingol because of the
damage it would cause.
They develop a partnership where they trust and understand
each other very well fairly quickly.
Celeborn encourages Galadriel to visit Menegroth.
Their marriage shows that there can be peace and
forgiveness between the Sindar and the Noldor, though not
everyone else agrees.
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Build all the realms!
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Finrod and Turgon’s dreams from Ulmo
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◦ Turgon builds Vinyamar in Nevrast and Gondolin
◦ Finrod builds Minas Tirith, Nargothrond and Barad
Nimrais.
◦ Maedhros builds Himring.
◦ The Valar intervention is low – Thorondor and
Ulmo’s dreams are all we have now.

Fingolfin as High King
Internal Fëanorean Politics

◦ How are they liking the new Maedhros?
◦ Amras’ role
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Session 4-05: Friday December 14th
We will be talking about the other storylines!

◦ The Dwarves and the Petty-dwarves
◦ Eöl: What has he been doing since Cuiviénen? His role
in Season 4?
◦ Villains: Especially the catch-and-release elf captive
program

Make sure we don’t forget about Círdan,
Eöl, or Lúthien!

